This spreadsheet contains author responses to public comments taken on the Draft Prospectus of *The Impacts of Climate Change on Human Health in the United States: A Scientific Assessment*. The Draft Prospectus was released for public comment in February, 2014 and described proposed plans for scoping, drafting, reviewing, producing, and disseminating the USGCRP Climate and Health Assessment. This spreadsheet is viewable in “read-only” mode to ensure the coding of cell references remain intact. Column A contains commenter names in alphabetical order and row 1 contains chapter titles and general categories. Blank cells indicate the commenter did not provide comments for that category.

Many of the commenters provided comments on multiple sections within the report. Because of this, comments were broken into sections and distributed to appropriate chapter teams for review and response. This spreadsheet provides comments and responses by section, thereby allowing the public to view the chapter team responses.

In cases where one comment related to multiple chapters, each chapter team provided responses. The spreadsheet provides all responses with references to cells of additional responses to the comment.